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Motivation for Study 
•  GPS RO bending angle is a fundamental observable useful for: 

–  NWP Data Assimilation 
–  Climate Monitoring 

•  “Ionosphere free” bending angles are computed from the L1 and L2 
excess atmospheric phase data and knowledge of the positions/
velocities of the transmitting and receiving satellites 

•  These computations are not perfect and can lead to random and 
systematic bending angle errors that must be quantified for data users 

–  Are GPS RO bending angles “Mission Independent”, i.e., no 
inter-satellite bias? 

–  What is the magnitude of the observational bending angle 
noise (precision) and how does it vary in height, latitude, LT? 

–  How does this noise change when the transition height 
between Geometric Optics and Radio-holographic processing 
is set to 10 or 20 km? 

–  Is there a bias between rising and setting occultations? 
–  Is there a bias between SD and DD processing?  



Bending Angle Calculation�

Determining Bending from observed Doppler �
(Geometric optics) 
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Determining Bending Angle with  
Radio-holographic Methods 

The goal is to determine impact parameters and 
bending angles for all rays arriving at receiver 
during RO. 

When only one ray arrives at each point, the 
arrival angle is determined from the derivative of 
phase (Doppler). 

This is not possible when several rays are 
arriving at one point. 

Multi-path propagation almost always occurs the 
moist troposphere. 

RH methods allow to find arrival angles for 
individual rays under multi-path propagation. 

RH methods use both phase and amplitude of 
RO signal. 
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Data Processing Flow 

2) Filtering of raw L1 & L2 Doppler 

3) Estimation of the “occultation point” 

4) Transfer of the reference frame to 
the local center of Earth’s curvature 

5) Calculation of L1 and L2 bending 
angles from the filtered Doppler 

8) Ionospheric calibration of the 
bending angle 

6) Calculation of the bending angle 
from L1 raw complex signal, FSI 

7) Combining (sewing) (5) and (6) L1 
bending angle profiles 

9) Optimal estimation of the 
bending angle 

10) Abel inversion 

Input (phase,amplitude, LEO/GPS 
position and velocity) 

Output 

1) Detection of L1 PLL tracking errors and 
truncation of the signal 

1a) Open-Loop Data Processing 
NDM Removal, Phase connection 

11) Retrieval of P,T 



GO/FSI Transition Height Study 

•  CDAAC currently processes with dynamic height transition between GO and FSI 

•  Question: Do we need to process tropopause with FSI (resolution 50-100m) or GO 
(0.5-1km)? What fixed transition height? 



Precision from Collocated Soundings 

•  Only precision (not accuracy) can be estimated from collocated 
soundings 

•  Thermal noise (uncorrelated for any two occultations) affects precision 
and accuracy 

•  Horizontally inhomogeneous irregularities whose correlation radii are 
less than TP separation affect precision and accuracy 

•  Systematic ionospheric residual errors degrade accuracy 
•  Errors due to calibration of excess phase (POD and single-differencing) 

affect precision and accuracy 



Bending Angle Precision Results 

•  The following results were computed from COSMIC data available at the 
COSMIC Data Analysis and Archive Center (CDAAC) 

•  Collocated (Tangent points within 10km, same PRN) raw bending angle 
profiles from COSMIC3 are differenced with COSMIC4 at common impact 
heights and statistical results are plotted for different geographic regions 

•  Two cases are plotted 
–  GO/RH Transition height of 10km (on left) 
–  GO/RH Transition height of 20km (on right) 

•  Daterange = 2006.200-365  
•  2 ranges of impact height are shown for visibility 

–  15 to 60 km  
–  0 to 15 km 

•  Legend: Mean = Black, STD = Green, STD of mean = Red, Count = Blue 



Due to 
outliers 

Global Region 
20km GO/RH  
Transition ht. 

10km GO/RH  
Transition ht. 

Small bias of 
~ -1.0e-4 rad 
(~ -0.5%) 

15km < Impact height < 60km 

0km < Impact height < 15km 

STD at 20 km 
~ 5e-4 rad (~ 0.3%) 



Bending Angle Outliers 

One example: Lat=46N, Lon=95E 



Open Loop Doppler Models 
COSMIC3 COSMIC4 

The RMS of the Doppler mismodeling for COSMIC4 is 
larger than for COSMIC3 and may cause the small bending 
angle bias in the lower tropopshere above. 



20km GO/RH  
Transition ht. 

10km GO/RH  
Transition ht. 

Bending Angle Correlation Matrices 
 Global Region (2006.200-210) 



Polar Region  
(60<lat<90) 20km GO/RH  

Transition ht. 
10km GO/RH  
Transition ht. 

15km < Impact height < 60km 

0km < Impact height < 15km 



MidLat Region 
(30<lat<60) 20km GO/RH  

Transition ht. 
10km GO/RH  
Transition ht. 

0km < Impact height < 15km 

15km < Impact height < 60km 

Small bias of 
~ -2.0e-4 rad 
(~ -1%) 



Tropics 
(lat<30) 20km GO/RH  

Transition ht. 
10km GO/RH  
Transition ht. 

15km < Impact height < 60km 

0km < Impact height < 15km 



COSMIC Bending Angle Precision upto 120km 

Polar (60<lat<90) MidLats (30<lat<60) Tropics (lat<30) 



COSMIC Setting VS COSMIC Rising 
May 2008 

Bending(Set)-Bending(Rise) 
Collocations (2 hours/300 km) 

COSMIC4 – ECMWF Ref. 

Small bias of  
~ -2.0e-4 rad 
(~ -1%) 

0km < Impact height < 15km 

15km < Impact height < 60km 



SingleDiff 30-sec vs DoubleDiff 
 (2008.122-128) 

SD 

DD 

COSMIC – ECMWF Ref.  

SD-DD Bending Angle  



Conclusions 

•  Are GPS RO bending angles “Mission Independent”, i.e., no inter-satellite 
bias? 

–  YES, there is no statistically significant bias between two COSMIC satellites (COSMIC3-
COSMIC4) 

–  The small bias in lower troposphere, ~-1% in midLats, may be due to OL Doppler 
mismodeling and requires further study 

•  What is the magnitude of the observational bending angle noise (precision, 
not accuracy) and how does it vary in height, latitude, and local time? 

–  The global bending angle noise at 20 km is ~0.3% radians for a single profile 
–  The noise in the lower troposphere is anti-correlated with latitude (tropics twice larger than 

poles 
–  The noise does not change significantly with local time 

•  How does this noise change when the transition height between Geometric 
Optics and Radio-holographic processing is 10 or 20 km? 

–  The bending angle noise increases by a factor of ~3 (below 20 km height) for the 20 km GO/
RH transition height case 

–  The correlation radius is ~1km for GO errors, and very small for RH errors, as expected 

•  Is there a bias between rising and setting occultations? 
–  Yes, ~ -1% near surface 

•  Is there a stratospheric bias between SD and DD processing? No 
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